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Abstract
“Innovization” is a task of learning common principles that exist among some or all of
the Pareto-optimal solutions of a multi-objective optimization problem. Except a few earlier
studies, most innovization related studies were performed on the ﬁnal non-dominated solutions found by an EMO algorithm. Since the innovization principles are properties of good
and near-optimal solutions, an early identiﬁcation of them can help improve the evolving population to converge quicker to the Pareto-optimal set. This paper advocates the discovery
of innovization principles through machine learning methods during an evolutionary multiobjective optimization run and then using these principles to repair the population adaptively
to achieve a faster convergence. Using the proposed idea, the paper presents encouraging
results on four modiﬁed ZDT-series problems and an engineering design problem. The results
show not only an improvement in convergence rate but also in the diversity of non-dominated
solutions. The results are encouraging and spurs a number of interesting immediate future
studies.

1

Introduction

All multi-objective optimization (MOO) problems possess a unique property of having not one,
but a set of “equally good” or Pareto-optimal (PO) solutions. The idea of learning from the
PO solutions and deciphering design principles that are unique to the optimization problem was
ﬁrst presented in [7]. This concept is called innovization and it is pictorially shown in Figure 1.
Since an innovization task involves learning from a set of equivalent solutions, it is appealing to
couple this idea to population based optimization methods such as evolutionary multi-objective
optimization or EMO algorithms. There are examples in literature where the innovization task has
been conducted on the results of an EMO algorithm to decipher interesting knowledge about the
problem. For example, [3] uses innovization to discover new design principles in three engineering
case studies. Another example[8] proposes a novel recommendation tool for software refactoring
based on innovization. [1] suggests a way to automate the ﬁnding of salient problem design
principles for engineering problems. [9] uses the innovization task in a simulation based MOO
problem and suggest diﬀerent ways to couple the innovization with the EMO that can throw light
on important principles of the problem.
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Figure 1: The concept of innovization.
However, some recent publications point to a growing trend of coupling the ideas of EMO with
that of innovization in a way, that makes innovization a an integral part of the optimization process
itself and not a post optimality analysis tool . This situation is similar to what is shown in Figure 2.
We will refer to this new method as ‘evolutionary multi-objective optimization with innovization’
or EMO/I method in this paper. The idea was ﬁrst suggested in [5] where the authors initially
discover the salient principles by innovization task and then use those principles as heuristic
for local search and obtain a faster convergence than the EMO applied alone. [10] suggests
interleaving the optimization and innovization tasks to expedite convergence to a preferred region
of the PO front.
This work is similar in concept to [10] in terms of the end goal, i.e. achieving faster convergence
by coupling EMO with innovization, but it has a diﬀerent way of achieving the same goal. In
Figure 2, the part named ‘Active Intervention’ diﬀers greatly for our method, EMO/I, and the
‘interleaving’ method proposed in [10]. Authors of [10] advocate learning the innovized rules
using decision trees and then adding those learned rules as if-else statement type of constraints
during the EMO run. Whereas, this work advocates directly repairing the solutions, once a rule
is learned.
In the remainder of the paper, we describe the proposed EMO/I method in Section 2. Thereafter, we present the diﬀerent MOO problems that were used to test the EMO/I method in Section
3. The results are discussed for all the test problems in Section 4. Finally, our conclusions are
given in Section 5. We have used NSGA-II [6] algorithm as the EMO for this work.

2

Methodology

Figure 3 gives an overview of the proposed EMO/I method, i.e. an EMO algorithm in conjunction
with innovization. The six component blocks that diﬀerentiate it from a regular EMO algorithm
are labeled 1 to 6 in gray circles. They are, (a) one input/output block labeled 1, (b) two decision
blocks labeled 2 and 5, and (c) three process blocks labeled 3,4 and 6. The following sections
explain the innovization part of proposed EMO/I method shown in Figure 3.

2.1

Block-1 : Rule Info

This block represents the information on the rules or principles that the user supplies in the
beginning. This section ﬁrst explains what is meant by a rule in this work and then explains the
information that the user supplies as part of block-1 of Figure 3.
A rule, Λ, can be any relation that comprises of some or all of design variables, objectives,
constraints or any function of the design variables of the MOO problem. A set of M such rules
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Figure 2: The concept of EMO/I.
are shown in (1).
Λi ≡



λj (x)aij bij = ci where,

j

aij ∈ {0, 1} , bij ∈ R,

(1)

i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , M } and j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N }.
As per (1), the left hand side of ith rule Λi is composed of a product of N ‘λj (x)’ terms which
we choose to call basis functions. A basis function can be any of the design variables, objectives,
constraints or any scalar function of the design variables of the problem. The right hand side of
ith rule can be some real constant ci . With Boolean variables, aij ’s, and real exponents, bij ’s,
any rule of the power-law form involving the pre-decided basis functions can be generated. The
bij ’s can be transformed as per (2) to obtain an equivalent form and avoid diﬀerent forms of the
same rule structure. The reason for assuming such a power-law form is that earlier studies [7, 3]
on innovization have found such design rules existing in the PO set in many engineering design
problems.
bij
∀ i.
(2)
bij =
{bip | p = (argmaxp | aip bip )}
The information supplied by the user to the learning algorithm is listed in Table 1. Note
that the the parameters bij and ci are learned by the EMO/I during an optimization run. As an
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Table 1: Information provided by user related to the rules
Parameter
M
N
λj (x)
aij
ρmax

Description
Number of rules
Number of basis functions
basis functions (total N )
M × N boolean variables
Max allowed Error Ratio

example of a rule, lets say that for some problem, the user provides the information given in (3);
M = 1, N = 3, λ1 = x1 , λ2 = x2 , λ3 = f1 ,
a11 = 1, a12 = 1, a13 = 0, ρmax = 0.1,

(3)

where x1 , x2 are design variables and f1 is ﬁrst objective for the MOO problem. This will make
the EMO/I algorithm to learn rules of the form xb111 · xb212 = c1 during the algorithm run. The
parameters, bij , ci can be learned by a some suitable machine learning algorithm. The parameter
ρmax is explained in coming sections.

2.2

Block-2 : Decision C2

This decision block checks the condition on whether the entire population is part of the nondominated solutions set or not. If not, then the algorithm passes the control to the ‘selection’
block of the EMO/I, else the control passes to block-3.

2.3

Block-3 : Machine Learning

Once the entire population of EMO/I algorithm is in the non-dominated solutions set, block3 receives these solutions from block-2 (refer Figure 3). Block-3 can be any suitable machine
learning algorithm to learn the rules and it shall return two aspects for all the learned rules;
• quantitative aspects of the learned rule (e.g. bij and ci ∀i in this case) and,
• qualitative aspects of goodness for the learned rules (e.g. Sum of squares of Errors or SSE
for linear regression).
For simplicity, all test problems chosen in this paper involve rules with only two variables, i.e. (4)
is followed in all the test problems in this paper. Combining (1) and (4) results in rules of form
given in (5).
N

aij = 2, ∀ i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , M }
(4)
j=1

Λi ≡ λj1 (x)bij1 · λj2 (x)bij2 = ci ∀ i where,
i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , M } , j1 ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N | aij1 = 1},

(5)

j2 ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N | aij2 = 1}.
Using normalization of exponents as per (2), rules of form (5) are transformed to (6).
It is important to point it out here that in this paper, the authors have devised a repair
strategy based on machine learning only for cases where the basis functions (λj ) are all decision
variables of the problems. If the basis functions are something else, e.g. objective values or
constraint values, that would require a diﬀerent strategy and is not addressed in this work.
Λi ≡ λj1 (x) · λj2 (x)bi = ci ∀ i, where,
i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , M } , j1 ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N | aij1 = 1},
j2 ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N | aij2 = 1}.
4

(6)

Note that each of the M rules of (6) has two unknowns namely, bi and ci . To learn rules of the
form (6), linear-regression is used as a machine learning tool of choice in this work. The log-linear
model is used to compute estimates of b̂i and ĉi , as well as the sum of squares due to errors in
parameter estimates or sse, for all M rules.
Figure (4) takes a closer look at block-3 of Figure 3 using an example. Lets say that a user
attempts to solve an unconstrained bi-objective optimization problem with objectives f1 and f2 .
Let the problem have three design variables, namely x1 , x2 and x3 . Suppose that the user provides
the information given in (3) to block-1 of EMO/I method. Block-3 of Figure 3 then passes on the
parameter estimates (b̂i and ĉi ∀ i) and sum of squared errors or (ssei ∀ i) to block-4 of Figure 3.

2.4

Block-4 : Evaluate ρi ∀ i

As shown in Figure 4, this block receives the learned parameter estimates (b̂i and ĉi ∀ i) and sum
of squared errors or (ssei ∀ i) for all M rules from block-3 of Figure 3. It then estimates for all
M rules, a metric we refer to as the error ratio or ρ and it is deﬁned in (7). The term ssei,max in
(7) is the maximum sse found for ith rule till current generation of EMO/I. The value of ssei,max
is not set initially. When block-3 (Figure 3) is invoked for the ﬁrst time in EMO/I, ssei,max is set
to their respective ssei for all rules, and ρi is set to the value of one in that generation.
ρi = ssei /ssei,max ∀ i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , M }.

(7)

This block then passes all the estimated rule parameters (b̂, ĉ) and error ratio (ρ) for all M rules
under consideration to block-5.

2.5

Block-5 : Decision C3

After receiving the rule parameter estimates and error ratio for all rules, this block checks the
condition given by (8).
(8)
ρi > ρmax ∀ i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , M }.
The parameter ρmax is provided by the user initially. If the condition (8) evaluates to true, EMO/I
passes control to regular EMO method. If the condition (8) evaluates to false, that means that
there is at least one rule which has converged fairly well. In that case, the control passes to
block-6 of Figure 3 for innovization based repairs.
The advantages of using max error ratio, ρmax , as a parameter instead of ssei,max are;
• user has to set one parameter value, ρmax , and not M ssei,max values and;
• sse of each rule is compared to its own worst value at each generation. This way rules
which converge slower compared to others can be ﬁltered prior to the repair stage, where
this information is vital.

2.6

Block-6 : Innovized Repair

This block performs the function of repairing the EMO/I solutions as per the rules learned in
block-3. If condition (8) in block-5 of Figure 3 evaluates to false, that means that there is at least
one rule which has converged fairly well and solution repairs can be made based on the same.
As explained in section 2.3, we only deal with rules of form (6) in this paper and the basis
functions, λj1 and λj2 of (6) are decision variables of the problem.
For each rule, a repair is randomly chosen from (9a) or (9b). If (9a) is chosen, then the value
of basis function λj1 is repaired using λj2 , b̂i and ĉi . Whereas, if (9b) is chosen, then the value of
basis function λj2 is repaired using λj1 , b̂i and ĉi .


(9a)
λ̆j1 = ĉi /λjb̂2i ∀ i , or apply
5

λ̆j2 = (ĉi /λj1 )1/b̂i ∀ i , where

(9b)

i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , M | ρi < ρmax }, j1 ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N | aij1 = 1},
j2 ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N | aij2 = 1}.
Once all legitimate repairs ({i | ρi < ρmax }) are made, algorithm passes the control to mutation
operator and ﬂow control is again taken over by the EMO algorithm. Let us now look at the test
problems considered in this work.
Note that in all the test examples in this paper and in most engineering design problems, the
decision variables are always non-negative. Hence, this avoids the possibilities of getting undeﬁned
results from (9a) or (9b). However, future development of EMO/I needs to take this point into
account too, i.e. how to respect the domain and range of entities being repaired or changed.

3

Problems Considered

This section describes ﬁve bi-objective optimization problems that were used to test the proof
of concept for the proposed EMO/I method to expedite convergence of EMO algorithms. All
problems considered in this work are three variable problems and have a design principle of the
form (1) instilled in the problem deﬁnition in such a way that all PO solutions of the bi-objective
optimization problem must adhere to this rule.

3.1

Modified ZDT Problems (ZDTm)

Of the ﬁve problems considered in this work, four are derived from the ZDT [11] problem test
suite. These are described in following sections.
3.1.1

ZDT1m

The mathematical description of ZDT1m problem is given by (10).
Minimize
Where

f1 (x) = x1 ,
f2 (x) = g(x) h(f1 (x), g(x)),
√
g(x) = 1 + 9 (x2 x3 − 0.5)2 ,

h(f1 , g) = 1 − f1 /g,

(10)

xi ∈ [0, 1], ∀ i ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
The Pareto-optimal region for this problem is given by (11a) and (11b).
0.0 ≤ x∗1 ≤ 1.0,

x∗2 x∗3 − 0.5 = 0 .

(11a)
(11b)

The Pareto front of ZDT1m is continuous, convex and same as that of ZDT1 problem. The rule
information input (Table 1) for this problem is shown in (12).
M = 1, N = 2, φ1 = x2 , φ2 = x3 ,
a11 = 1, a12 = 1, ρmax = 0.1.
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(12)

3.1.2

ZDT2m

The mathematical description of ZDT2m problem is given by (13).
Minimize

f1 (x) = x1 ,

f2 (x) = g(x) h(f1 (x), g(x)),
√
Where g(x) = 1 + 9 (x2 x3 − 0.5)2 ,

(13)

h(f1 , g) = 1 − (f1 /g)2 ,
xi ∈ [0, 1], ∀ i ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
The Pareto-optimal region for this problem is given by (11a) and (11b). The Pareto front of
ZDT2m is continuous, non-convex and same as that of ZDT2 problem. The rule information
input (Table 1) for this problem is shown in (12).
3.1.3

ZDT3m

The mathematical description of ZDT3m problem is given by (14).
Minimize

f1 (x) = x1 ,

f2 (x) = g(x) h(f1 (x), g(x)),
√
Where g(x) = 1 + 9 (x2 x3 − 0.5)2 ,

h(f1 , g) = 1 − f1 /g − (f1 /g) sin(10πf1 ),

(14)

xi ∈ [0, 1], ∀ i ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
This problem has a number of disconnected Pareto-optimal fronts, same as that of the ZDT3
problem. The Pareto-optimal region for this problem is given by (11b) and (15).
x∗1 ∈ F where,
F = [0, 0.0830] ∪ [0.1822, 0.2577] ∪ [0.4093, 0.4538]

(15)

∪ [0.6183, 0.6525] ∪ [0.8233, 0.8518].
The rule information input (Table 1) for this problem is shown in (12).
3.1.4

ZDT4m

The mathematical description of ZDT4m problem is given by (16).
Minimize

f1 (x) = x1 ,
f2 (x) = g(x) h(f1 (x), g(x)),

Where g(x) = 1 + 10 + (x2 · x3 − 15)2
− 10 cos(4π(x2 · x3 − 15)2 ),

h(f1 , g) = 1 − f1 /g,
√ √
x1 ∈ [0, 1], x2 , x3 ∈ [ 10, 20].

(16)

This problem has a convex Pareto-optimal set. The problem has a total of 11 distinct Paretooptimal fronts in the objective space, of which only one is global. The global PO region corresponds
to (17a,17b) whereas, the local PO region is given by (17a,17c).
0.0 ≤ x∗1 ≤ 1.0,
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(17a)

x∗2 x∗3 − 15 = 0,
x2 x3 − 15 = 0.5m where,
m is any integer ∈ [−10, 10].

(17b)
(17c)

The rule information input (Table 1) for this problem is shown in (12).

3.2

Two Bar Truss Design (TBT)

In this problem, a two bar truss structure is designed to carry a certain load without elastic
failure. Its mathematical formulation is given by (18). The reader is referred to [7] for complete
description of the problem with ﬁgure.


Minimize V = x1 16 + y 2 + x2 1 + y 2 ,
S = max(σAC , σBC ),
Subject to

g1 ≡ max(σAC , σBC ) ≤ 105 ,

g2 ≡ V ≤ 0.044,


20 16 + y 2
80 1 + y 2
, σBC =
,
Where σAC =
yx1
yx2
x1 , x2 ∈ [0, 0.01], y ∈ [1.0, 3.0].

(18)

The design variables x1 and x2 are the cross sectional areas (measured in m2 ) of the two truss
members and, design variable y is the vertical distance (measured in m) between the point of
loading to the base where the two trusses are mounted. The Pareto-optimal region for this problem
is given by (19a,19b). The Pareto-optimal front of this problem is continuous and convex.
x∗1 /x∗2 − 0.5 = 0,

(19a)

y∗ − 2 = 0 .

(19b)

The rule information input (Table 1) for this problem is shown in (20).
M = 3, N = 2, φ1 = x1 , φ2 = x2 , φ3 = x3 ,
a11 = 1, a12 = 1, a13 = 0,
a21 = 1, a22 = 0, a23 = 1,

(20)

a31 = 0, a32 = 1, a33 = 1 and ρmax = 0.25.

4

Results

This section presents the results obtained for problems discussed in section 3 with the proposed
EMO/I methodology given in section 2. The two algorithms under study are : (a) NSGA-II , a
popular EMO algorithm and (b) NSGA-II with innovization, which is an example of the proposed
EMO/I algorithm. For all the problems, performance on convergence rate is measured using
generational distance (GD) [2] and performance on diversity is measured using spread [2]. We
use one more metric to to compare the algorithms. We call it the ‘median absolute distance from
Pareto-solutions in decision space’ or ex∗ and it quantiﬁes the convergence level of an algorithm
in the design space. It is possible to calculate in all test problems under consideration because
the equation(s) of Pareto-optimal solutions in design space are known a priori for all of them. If
a function O(x) deﬁnes the Pareto-optimal solutions of a problem, such that O(x∗ ) = 0, then for
any population based MOO method with population set P, we deﬁne ex∗ by (21).
ex∗ = median{|O(x)|}.
x∈P
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(21)

A lower value of ex∗ signiﬁes that the solutions of an EMO are closer to the PO solutions. Also, a
lower variability in ex∗ values signiﬁes more solutions of an EMO being closer to the PO solutions.
If the Pareto-optimal solutions are deﬁned by more than one equation, e.g. (19a and 19b) for
TBT, then we can calculate ex∗ for each equation separately.
Table 2 shows the NSGA-II parameters used for the diﬀerent problems studied in this work.
Other parameters, common to all cases are (a) # of generations = 100, (b)# of runs = 100, (c)
probability of crossover (ηc ) =0.9 and (d) probability of mutation (ηm ) =0.1.
Table 2: List of NSGA-II parameters used. ηc , ηm are Distribution indices for SBX and Polynomial Mutation respectively [2].
Problem
ZDT1m
ZDT2m
ZDT3m
ZDT4m
Truss

Pop
8
8
8
16,40
8

ηc
15
15
15
15
10

ηm
20
20
20
20
50

Solving ZDT1m problem with EMO (NSGA-II here) and EMO/I (NSGA-II with innovization
here) yields Figures 5 and 6 as results in GD and Spread respectively. Clearly, the proposed
method gives better results on both metrics. The good results in spread are unexpected and
a bonus, as the idea of EMO/I was originally conceived for achieving faster convergence by
possibly making some compromise in diversity. But these results show that by combining the
right innovization strategy with an EMO, good results in both convergence and diversity are
possible.
Furthermore, using (11b), we can calculate ex∗ for both algorithms in ZDT1m case. Table 3
gives a comparison of the two algorithms’ performance on ZDT1m in terms of the median and
inter quartile range (IQR) of the ex∗ metric for four generation cases and over all 100 runs. A
lower value of median and IQR (in all generation cases) of ex∗ for EMO/I than that of EMO
shows that, not only do the solutions of EMO/I reached closer to the PO solutions but also, more
solutions of EMO/I are closer to PO solutions than that of EMO.
Similar results are seen for ZDT2m (see Figures 7, 8 and Table 4) and, ZDT3m (see Figures
9, 10 and Table 5). It should be noted that these advantages were recorded even with a low
population size of 8 individuals.
With ZDT4m, at low populations, the EMO/I method shows poor convergence. This can be
seen in Figure 11 which shows the median GD plot for ZDT4m problem with population of 16
individuals. This is because ZDT4m has multiple local fronts and all the local fronts of ZDT4m
adhere to the rule (11b). Hence in low population, the EMO/I method diminishes diversity of its
solutions very quickly and converges to a local PO front. Upon increasing the population size to
40, EMO/I yields marginally better results over EMO (NSGA-II) (see Figures 12, 13 and Table
6).
In TBT problem, it is clear from Figures 14 and 15 that even with a low population of just 8
individuals, the EMO/I method performs better than EMO in both convergence and spread. Since
this problem has two equations deﬁning the PO solutions (see 19a,19b), thus ex∗ is calculated for
each of them separately. Tables 7 and 8 show the ex∗ metric for rules (19a) and (19b) respectively,
and they show again that EMO/I performs better than EMO in not only reaching closer to the
PO solutions (low median of ex∗ over all runs) but also, in having more number of solutions in
that close range as compared to the EMO solutions (low IQR of ex∗ over all runs).
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Table 3: Median and IQR of ex∗ for ZDT1m using (11b) (for 100 runs).
Gen
025
050
075
100

NSGA-II
median ex∗ IQR ex∗
0.0104
0.0121
0.0044
0.0076
0.0024
0.0042
0.0012
0.0028

NSGA-II + INNOV.
median ex∗ IQR ex∗
0.0032
0.0072
0.0005
0.0011
0.0001
0.0005
0.0001
0.0002

Table 4: Median and IQR of ex∗ for ZDT2m using (11b) (for 100 runs).
Gen
025
050
075
100

5

NSGA-II
median ex∗ IQR ex∗
0.0077
0.0126
0.0043
0.0058
0.0020
0.0043
0.0015
0.0029

NSGA-II + INNOV.
median ex∗ IQR ex∗
0.0041
0.0068
0.0004
0.0013
0.0002
0.0005
0.0001
0.0002

Conclusions

In this paper, we worked on the problem of coupling EMO algorithms with the innovization task
to expedite the convergence rate of a standalone EMO algorithm. This problem has only recently
caught attention of the EMO community and appears to be a very promising direction of research.
We argued that EMO algorithms, by virtue of being population based, are brilliantly positioned
for development of optimization-cum-innovization tools such as, EMO/I suggested in this paper
and SBI tool suggested in [10]. These methods exploit both, the bottoms-up approach of EMO
algorithms as well as the top-down approach of statistical machine learning algorithms.
Using an EMO/I method (NSGA-II with innovization) on four modiﬁed ZDT series problems
and an engineering design problem, we showed that EMO/I performed better than a standalone
EMO (NSGA-II) algorithm in both convergence and diversity in four of the ﬁve problems. EMO/I
did not perform well in one case, where we used very low population size to solve ZDT4m problem.
This is because ZDT4m has multiple local fronts adhering to the same innovized principles. Hence
for such problems, the population size should be set slightly higher than recommended, so that
its unlikely for all the points to be near a local front at the same instant. When ZDT4m was
solved with higher population size in EMO and EMO/I, it yielded results similar in quality to the
ones obtained using the EMO method. It should be noted that the EMO/I method outperformed
standalone EMO method on both convergence and diversity under the case of using very low
population , i.e. just 8 population members.
Now, the EMO/I method suggested here needs to be made more adaptive in generating and
selecting appropriate rules for evaluation. As the number of variables, objectives and constraints
increase, so does the number of possible rules between them. Hence, for future we have to come
Table 5: Median and IQR of ex∗ for ZDT3m using (11b) (for 100 runs).
Gen
025
050
075
100

NSGA-II
median ex∗ IQR ex∗
0.0114
0.0177
0.0037
0.0062
0.0016
0.0034
0.0009
0.0020
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NSGA-II + INNOV.
median ex∗ IQR ex∗
0.0043
0.0112
0.0005
0.0014
0.0002
0.0005
0.0001
0.0002

Table 6: Median and IQR of ex∗ for ZDT4m using (17b) (for 100 runs).
Gen
025
050
075
100

NSGA-II
median ex∗ IQR ex∗
0.0021
0.0035
0.0007
0.0011
0.0004
0.0007
0.0002
0.0003

NSGA-II + INNOV.
median ex∗ IQR ex∗
0.0016
0.0087
0.0006
0.0013
0.0002
0.0009
0.0002
0.0006

Table 7: Median and IQR of ex∗ for TBT problem using (19a) (for 100 runs).
Gen
025
050
075
100

NSGA-II
median ex∗ IQR ex∗
0.1304
0.1150
0.1050
0.0858
0.1125
0.0807
0.1126
0.0923

NSGA-II + INNOV.
median ex∗ IQR ex∗
0.1097
0.1519
0.0808
0.0823
0.0765
0.0689
0.0678
0.0621

up with a strategy that generate large number of candidate design rules automatically and ﬁlters
them to keep only those rules which hold promise at that instant or are expected to become
important in subsequent generations. Here, the concept of temporal innovization [4] may be
helpful in identifying such rules. Also, we need to devise a more generic EMO/I method that can
handle discrete variables, as well as variables that can take negative values.
Finally, for future EMO/I methods, we may also have to develop a strategy about using
relations involving objective values and constraints. We can use them as additional constraints
as was ﬁrst done in [5] and [10]. Another possible area of work is using innovization to direct
the EMO/I method for something other than convergence or diversity, but for other metrics such
as robustness. One more direction for developing EMO/I methods would be to learn from the
best as well as worst solutions and avoid learning rules which have a foothold in both ends of
the population. The fast growing body of eﬃcient machine learning algorithms, along with EMO
methods being population based MOO methods makes a good case for expanding the body of
EMO/I methods.
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Figure 3: The proposed EMO/I algorithm, which is a combination of a regular EMO algorithm
with innovization. The algorithm blocks related to innovization are labeled with numbers in Grey
circles.
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Figure 4: Details of block-3 of Figure 3.
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Figure 5: GD versus generations for ZDT1m

Figure 6: Spread plot for ZDT1m
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Figure 9: GD versus generations for ZDT3m

Figure 10: Spread plot for ZDT3m
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Figure 12: GD versus generations for ZDT4m
(Pop = 40)

Figure 11: GD semilog-plot for ZDT4m (Pop
= 16)
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Figure 13: Spread plot for ZDT4m (Pop = 40)
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Figure 15: Spread plot for TBT problem
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